The index is compiled quarterly from valuations prepared by
professional staff in the Knight Frank Edinburgh office and is
based on actual sales evidence.
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where prices have fallen 1.7% on average,
it is down from 10.5% annual growth at
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Political rhetoric has ramped up in
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growth. So has a lack of urgency among

Edinburgh's £1 millionplus market

Prime sales pick up

growth has come from higher price
bands, with an 11% annual rise in sales
between £750,000 and £1 million, and
24% growth in sales above £1 million.

Demand builds
Knight Frank data suggests demand
remains strong. During the last quarter
there were 7.5 new applicants for every

The number of £1 million-plus deals in Edinburgh was

new instruction, up from 5.7 in Q3

24% higher year-on-year over the 12 months to July

2018. The strongest demand was in the

2019. Edinburgh accounted for 64% of all such deals

market up to £750,000, where there

in Scotland over the period, with the EH10 and EH9

were 8.7 buyers per new instruction.

postcodes home to the greatest number of sales.
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Political rhetoric has
ramped up in recent
months, and has
moderated price growth.
So has a lack of urgency
among some buyers.
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A shortage of available properties

the continued growth in prime

being listed for sale means the

sales volumes, and competitively

imbalance between supply and

priced stock will continue to trade

demand in the city is likely to

well. Agents note that off-market

continue, especially given the

deals, where properties are offered

cautious approach being employed

to buyers and sell before being

by some vendors as uncertainty

launched formally, have become

surrounding Brexit mounts.

more commonplace within higher

Buyer demand remains
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price brackets, and this is expected

strong, however, evidenced by

to continue.
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buyers to new property listings climbed
to 11.4 in August across prime central
and prime outer London, Knight Frank
data shows. This was the highest level
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in more than ten years and reflects the
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Figure 1 — The ratio of new prospective
1 Demand grows vs supply
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fact that while many buyers are primed
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to transact, the political uncertainty
has caused some potential vendors to
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political uncertainty, the number of
transactions in prime central London
has risen in 2019. In the six months to
August, Knight Frank carried out 13%

2 Transactions rise in PCL
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Figure 3 — The level of viewings over the
summer was higher than it has been in
the current strength of demand. There
August than the same period last year
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3 Summer demand
highest in five years

Viewings per office, PCL and POL,
rebased to 100 in July 2014

as buyers respond to price adjustments
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and, in the case of overseas buyers, the
weakness of the pound.
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Prime regional price change
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Average prime country values in
England and Wales declined 0.1%
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change to -1.7%, up from -2.3% in Q2.
Prices have been falling on an
annual basis for five consecutive
quarters, though the process of

London buyers in the country
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been most notable, with Knight Frank
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sales data showing an 8% increase in
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transactions for properties valued at £3
million or more between January and
August 2019, compared with the same
eight-month period in 2018.

Knight Frank Research provides strategic advice, consultancy services and forecasting to a wide range
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Edinburgh Sales

The index is valuation-based, compiled quarterly from valuations
prepared by professional staff in every Knight Frank Country
office in the UK and based on actual sales evidence.

£500k to
£1m

The prime London sales indices are based on repeat valuations of
second-hand stock and do not include new-build property, although
units from completed developments are included over time.

prime central london index

We like questions, if you've got one about our research, or would
like some property advice, we would love to hear from you.
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